
Palestine on a Plate is beautifully photographed culinary and cultural tour of Palestine. It is a
tribute to family, cooking, and home—old recipes created with love that bring people together in
appreciation of the beauty of this rich heritage. 

Experience the wonderful flavors of Palestine through zingy fattet hummus (tangy yoghurt,
chickpeas and hummus, served over toasted pita bread and drizzled in buttered pine nuts),
satisfyingly spiced makloubeh (an upside down spiced rice dish with lamb and fried eggplant),
and sublimely decadent awameh (honey dumplings), all accompanied by fresh mint tea and
white coffee (not actually coffee, but a refreshing mix of water, orange blossom water and sugar).

Stunning photographs evoking the vibrancy and romance of the country will bring Palestine
into your home and make you fall in love with this wonderful way to cook and enjoy food.
Joudie Kalla is a highly accomplished chef and cookbook writer. She trained at London’s
prestigious Leith’s School of Food and Wine and worked at top London restaurants.
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“The food of Palestine is mouth-watering and colorful. This treasure-trove of a book shows it at its best.”
—Sami Tamimi, coauthor of Ottolenghi: The Cookbook and Jerusalem

Interlink Publishing is donating 50% of the profits from the sales of Palestine on a Plate to the Nablus-based children’s
educational and cultural center Palestinian House of Friendship for the purchase of a permanent home in the city of

Nablus. Now in its 22nd year, PHF is a grassroots community organization serving children and youth who live under the
stress of Israeli military occupation. Its programs include: classes in art, traditional craft, dance, and musical expression;

language classes, leadership development, summer camps, and girl scouts.
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